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TOP R1 FEATURES
you want to be aware of

Your R1 comes packed with features and benefits built for
different people around your organization, hence why it comes
with a very long whitepaper.
This can be a bit distracting, therefore you might want to keep an
eye out for the following most important features below.

TIME-SAVING!
The R1 offers faster than usual
browsing. This is possible because
of a network level filter that keeps
out all the advertisements, pop-ups,
spam, and malicious links and

ONE TOUCH
CONNECT
Productivity! That's right, this is what
it takes to wake up the R1 in under 1
second and get you connected to the
internet securely.
When it wakes up your devices will

thanks to the R1's premium

connect to it and it will connect to the

networking hardware.

best internet source around.

NETWORK
SECURITY

WEB
SECURITY

Thanks to Cisco's and ezSec's patented
technologies. The R1 filters all the local

The R1 and its allies (other devices

network attacks, originating from bad

and centers around the world)

actors on the public or private network.

communicate and share information

The R1 can even tell if your devices are

about recent attacks and malicious

infected, or if it is being used by

sites on the internet. This keeps it

someone else as well and warn you and

updated and helps fight new attacks

your organization.

as you surf around.

POWER BANK

SUPPORT

Not only does your R1 come with a

The R1 was designed for

robust build to withstand your

organizations' top professionals. It

travels. It was also built specifically

comes with a full suite of tools so

for busy professionals on the go.

that your organization's IT personnel

Hence why it holds enough juice to

can help you instantly and remotely if

charge up your devices for you.

needed.

CONNECTIVITY

The R1 is here to help you be more productive on the go. Hence, it will
always make sure you are connected to the internet wirelessly and
seamlessly.
The R1 will face Wifi, Ethernet, & Cellular networks to grab the best
connection for you. It will connect you through the best Virtual Private
Network, and make sure you are enjoying the highest levels of security
and privacy while doing so.

